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Humankind is endowed with a Divine gift of free choice, which also means that individuals can err,
and err often.And so, built into the process of creation is the divine gift of repentance informing us
that there are steps we can take to realign ourselves with the image and original intent of our
Creator.In Hebrew, the term for repentance is Teshuvah which literally means return indicating that
when we correct ourselves, we are essentially returning to the Source.In Hebrew, there is also a
traditional text that has become the classic guide in detailing the process of return, entitled The
Gates of Repentance.For nearly a thousand years, this volume has served as a road-map of return
for generations of readers, and now, it is available in a newly translated, extensively annotated,
bi-lingual edition ready to inform and inspire new generations of readers.
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this book really makes you love and think a bought god it pulls know punches what can i really say a
bought this but its all a bought god and his way no fooling a round book like this makes you really
look at your self and if your living right book for mind and heart some people will say this is to
Jewish for me our to religious for me that's because you dont live the life our want to live the life
there is nothing more in portent then god with out god there is know true guide know solar system
with out the sun whats life with out a the center this book is a bought god and thinking deep a
bought god and really getting to know him by making your self right with god and all life take it in to
your heart just dont read it it will change you for the better

The most important mussar work next to Mesillat Yesharim. A definite must-read -especially for our
generation.

great book
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